Booking a room.

109.06.09

Place to visit: Brisbane City Hall

 Hotels you can choose nearby:
1

Pullman Brisbane King George
Square
 https://bit.ly/2MKqrsf
Mercure Brisbane Hotel
 https://bit.ly/30vbLW2

2

George Williams Hotel
 https://bit.ly/3faV9XW

4

Evolution Apartments
 https://bit.ly/2Yi1Xfm

5

Hilton Brisbane
 https://bit.ly/3dU5Gq4

6

Riverside Hotel SouthBank
 https://bit.ly/30yFqOl

7

Brisbane City YHA
 https://bit.ly/30u1ny2

8

Sofitel Brisbane Central
 https://bit.ly/30nzZBE

3

 Your task is to choose a hotel out of the eight to stay for a night, and make a short talk.
Template:
Comparing with the two hotels, Brisbane City YHA and Riverside Hotel SouthBank, I decided to choose
Riverside Hotel for my trip in Brisbane. There are 3 reasons:
First, although both hotels are farther away from the City Hall than the others, it is convenient to take a
bus to the City Hall. So, I don’t mind it. And both of the prices of the rooms are good. The price of
Riverside Hotel is a little higher, and it can not be refunded. However, the room size is larger, and it
looks clean and clear. I will feel more comfortable.
Next, there are some nice restaurants around. The food looks yummy, and it makes me happy.
Last, I like arts. There are most museums, art galleries, and a state library around. I feel excited.
Therefore, Riverside Hotel SouthBank is the best choice for me to stay for a night in Brisbane.
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Oral Test: Compare and Contrast

Test Date: 2020.06.29

Class: ______ No.: ______ Name: __________________

1090609

 Choose two hotels out of these 8 and make a comparison between them. Then, tell us which
one will you choose for the trip.

Hotel
Hotel A:
07/01 - 07/02

Hotel B:

distance away
from City Hall
price / rate for
one night.
size of the room
convenience
comfort
facilities /
equipment



Organize the reasons and make a short summary. Comparative and Superlative adjectives or adverbs
should be shown in the talk.

Template:
Comparing with the two hotels, (A)
and (B)
my trip in Brisbane. There are ______ reasons:

, I decided to choose (title of the hotel)

for

First, (title of the hotel)
…
Next, it __________________________...
And then / Third / Last, _____________...
Therefore / In short / To sum up / To summarize / In conclusion, ________________________
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